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Generalized Davis-Putnam and Satisfiability Problems in Mathematics Robert Cowen September 1, 2009



Abstract One of the main techniques in automated theorem proving (ATP) is the Davis-Putnam procedure and we offer a version that is independent of mathematical logic.



1 Introduction There are many problems in mathematics where one seeks a particular solution subject to certain constraints. We have introduced in [2] a framework for considering a large class of these problems and then showed in [4] how the ideas of Davis and Putnam can be applied directly, without first converting the problems to Logic, to find solutions. It is our view that the Davis-Putnam procedure is combinatorial in nature and need not be tied to formal logic. Here, we treat a wide range of problems: graph coloring, property B, Ramsey Theory, Sudoku and satisfiability in propositional logic from this point of view.



2 Properties B and S A set of finite subsets of a set is said to have Property B if there is a transversal such that 1) , for each 2) for each This is equivalent to the following statement, as the diagram in Figure 1, below, suggests. such that



There is a partition of



and !V!"!Σ



Σ



C



Figure 1 Department of Mathematics, Emeritus, Queens College, CUNY
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, for each



Property B was named for Felix Bernstein who first used it in Set Theory and has other uses as well(see [12],[13], [15].) A useful generalization of Property B is the following (see [2],[9]) Definition 2.1 Let be a set and let said to have Property S if there is a set , for each 1) 2) for each



be sets of finite subsets of such that



Property B is the special case of Property S when to the following definition as Figure 2 suggests.



. Then the pair



will be



. The above definition of Property S is equivalent



be sets of finite subsets of Definition 2.2 Let be a set and let said to have Property S if there is a partition of , as , for each 1) 2) , for each In either case we shall say that satisifies the pair is clearly unsatisfiable. However, if either satisfiable. Σ



. If or



. Then the pair and



will be



or contains , the empty set, is the empty set then is



!!V !-!Σ



c f



Figure 2 This property was first considered in print by Schrijver [7] in connection with set theoretic principles equivalent to the Boolean Prime Ideal Theorem. Adam Kolany introduced this property independently in [11] to study satisfiability problems and it was also introduced independently and studied by Peter Erd¨os [9]. We named this property in [2], “Property S” in recognition of Schrijver’s first use. We shall often refer to members of as “clauses” and members of as “forbidden sets.” Another important feature of Property S that is suggested by Figure 2 is Duality. Theorem 2.3 Proof



satisfies



is satisfiable iff iff



is satisfiable.



satisfies



.



3 Examples We give some examples which show the applicability of Property S in mathematics. In the following section we discuss a method for solving such problems. Other methods have been considered in [2], [3], [11]. 2



Example 3.1 Ramsey Theory. It is a well-known result from Ramsey Theory that at any party of six people, there are three mutual friends or three mutual strangers. Equivalently, any coloring of the edges of , the complete graph on six vertices, results in either a red or blue triangle. Let consist of all pairs tices) of the complete graph; let Then it must be shown that



, where ranges over the edges (unordered pairs of verbe all triples, , . does not have Property S.



Example 3.2 Propositional Logic A literal is a statement letter or a negated statement letter. A clause is a set of literals. A set of clauses is satisifiable if it is possible to select a literal from each without choosing some letter and its negation. Let be a set of clauses and let be the set of all pairs , has Property S. for ocurring in . Then is satisfiable iff Example 3.3 List Coloring A list coloring of a graph is a proper coloring of the vertices of the graph with colors for each vertex restricted to be in a list of available colors for that vertex. Consider the graph with vertex color lists shown in Figure 3, below.



1,{r,g}



2, {b,g}



3, {b,r}



4, {b,r}



5, {b,g}



6, {g,r}



Figure 3 Let



consist of the following pairs: . If two vertices are adjacent and allow the same color , we put the pair, into . Thus in the example above , etc., will be added to . Then the graph in Figure 4 is list colorable iff has Property S. Example 3.4 Sudoku. An Sudoku puzzle consists of an grid with integers in some of the boxes, where . It is required to fill the remaining boxes with integers in the same range in such a way that no integer occurs twice in any row, column or block (the grid is divided up into n ). We actually consider a more general puzzle where all the boxes contain sets blocks of size, of integers and it is required to choose one of the integers in the list (similar to the case of list colorings). , as an example. In Figure 4, the first figure is the original We consider a small Sudoku puzzle of size puzzle, the middle figure is the puzzle after some progress toward a solution and the last shows the letter names we shall assign to the 16 boxes.
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Figure 4 To solve the puzzle we must pick an element out of each box; however, elements of the boxes must indicate in which box the element resides, so we construct lists for each box and refer to each element of box labeled as . We must then pick an element from each of these box lists, subject to and are in the same row, column or block we cannot pick both . To the constraint that if achieve this we let be these box lists,



. .



Let Then the Sudoku puzzle is solvable if and only if



has Property S.



Example 3.5 Steiner Triple System. Suppose C = 1, 2, 3 , 1, 4, 5 , 1, 6, 7 , 2, 4, 7 , 2, 5, 6 , 3, 4, 6 , 3,5,7 . This set is the Steiner Triple System, (For more on Steiner Triple systems, see [14]). Paul Erd¨os [8] reports that it can be shown, by means of a calculation, that this set fails to have Property B. This is equivalent to showing does not have Property S.



4 Generalized Davis-Putnam Rules Martin Davis and Hillary Putnam ([5] [6]) introduced, almost 50 years ago, a procedure for solving SAT problems that has been so successful that it still forms the basis of most programs used today. Recently, A. Kolany and I have published [4] an abstract version that is independent of logic and we will show how it applies to the examples above. Before we start we introduce some notation. is a set of subsets of and , consists of all sets obtained from the elements If of by removing the element ; while consists of all elements of which remain after removing all sets in which contain the element . Thus, if , then ; whereas, . , drop any clause in containing the Unit Prune Rule. If some clause in consists of a unit !), resulting in clause set ; further, remove from any set in , obtaining element (not just the collection, . It is a theorem of [4] that is satisfiable (has Property S) if and only if is satisfiable. A rationale for this rule is the following. Since is a clause, must belong to any hitting set . Then any clause containing will also be “hit” by ; thus the question becomes: “What clauses of are also hit by ?”; further, since , the forbidden sets containing can be replaced by those obtained by removing , that is . Pure Literal Rule. In propositional logic, a pure literal for a set of clauses, , is one whose opposite is missing from ( are opposites of each other). The pure literal rule allows the removal of clauses containing pure literals. These can be selected without worrying about forming forbidden sets since for 4



any such literal selected its opposite won’t be selected since it is completely absent from . . Then is a pure literal for if for any with , there is some Suppose with . The idea is that clauses containing pure literals can be removed from the clauses in without effecting satisfiability, since we could have chosen these pure literals as part of the hitting set without risking the formation of a forbidden set with our choice since there is always some element in each forbidden set containing , that is outside of . and satisfies ; if Splitting Rule. Suppose ; if , , and this implies that satisfies clear that if either satisfies or satisfies Hence we have the following principle.



or



Splitting Rule, I. Suppose that is satisfiable.



. Then



, then surely satisfies . Also, it should be , then satisfies .



is satisfiable if and only if



is a unit clause, we can apply the Unit Prune Rule (and the Duality Principle) to obtain the Since following version of the Splitting Rule. Splitting Rule, II. Suppose that or and only if either



is satisfiable and . Then is satisfiable.



is satisfiable if



5 Application of Davis-Putnam to the Mathematical Problems We now show how the Davis-Putman rules can be used to settle the mathematical problems introduced above. Solving the Sudoku Problem. Recall that the question has been reduced to deciding the satisfiability where, of



, .



and



It turns out that all we shall need is the Unit Prune Rule and Duality. Then, by the Unit Prune Rule, we can drop any set containing an element belonging to a singleton and also remove these singleton , where elements from . This leads to the following sets, .



Next, by Duality, we can use Unit Prune on the new unit clauses in dropping all clauses which contain elements in unit clauses, to obtain, , the empty set. If we remove these unit elements from we get . Hence is satisfiable and thus so are 5



and



.



, define the solution: It is now easy to see that the unit clauses in a=1,b=3, c=4, d=2, e=4, f=2, g=1, h=3, i=3, j=4, k=2, l=1, m=2, n=1, o=3, p=4. Ramsey example does not have Property B Let fails to have Property B, that is, appeal to the Splitting Rule; since one of



. We will show that fails to have property S. Since there are no unit clauses, we , and since Duality holds, with any , we need only consider ; we choose the first.



Setting v = 1, let



; let . The problem has been reduced to show-



is unsatisfiable.



ing



There are no units present, so we again appeal to Splitting, with v = 2; now there are two cases and ; we shall cotinue with the former, to consider: leaving the latter for the reader, so, let , and . has the unit clause, , we apply Unit Prune to . Let and . If we then use Splitting on , with , to obtain and (again we leave the second case for the reader) and we continue working on the first case. Let and C . Now, applying Unit Prune with the unit clause , leads to and ; applying Unit Prune to using the unit clauses gives , which finally proves unsatisfiability; so fails to have property B, as promised. A direct proof that fails to have Property B is not given in [8]; instead it is left for the reader to verify by calculation. This might entail breaking the set into two parts in all possible ways and for each showing that there is some which lies entirely in one of these two parts. If one of the two parts has only one or two elements this is rather easy to do; however this still leaves Binomial(7,3)=35 cases to be checked. Since



Solving the List Coloring Problem We will show that no list coloring is possible. Here,



. for We will need to first use the splitting rule, since there are no unit clauses; we choose the splitting variable. Thus by the Splitting Rule, II we must show that both and are unsatisfiable. We continue with the first; Let be defined as follows. . 6



. Then we claim



is unsatisfiable.



has two unit clauses, . We will only use the Unit Prune Rule to produce in one of the sets of clauses. (To this end just use “ ” to elimate elements; one needn’t bother deleting clauses with , lead to unit clauses, obtained from using Unit “ ”.) The unit clauses in , , when Unit Prune is applied to . However, Prune; which in turn lead to unit clauses is a clause of ; thus one more application of Unit Prune produces the empty set and we are done in case one; we leave it to the reader to provide the argument for case two. Solving the Ramsey Example Going back to our orginal example from Ramsey Theory, the set of 15 Clauses(one for each edge of , , can be represented as indicated above, as: . consists of all triples, , , where . We have written a computer program that solves this problem on a laptop computer in under one second. Alternatively, if we take the first five clauses of : Since they are all pairs, if we split on each with a variable in the clause, at least three of the five must be of the same color, let us assume this color is red; further, since is symmetrical, we can assume these three variables are: . If we use the Splitting Rule with these three variables we drop them from the following clauses in : . This, in turn, creates the following units from these sets in : The Unit Prune Rule, then creates the following units from pairs in : However, contained , which then becomes after another application of Unit Prune. Thus is does not have Property B which implies there is no red-blue edge coloring of without either a red or blue triangle. (The alert reader will probably recognize this as a simple transformation of the standard proof of this theorem (see [10].)



6 Conclusion We have seen how the Davis-Putnam method for SAT testing in formal logic can be given a combinatorial formulation and applied directly to satisfy a variety of combinatorial satisifiability problems without first translating them into logic. We believe the Davis-Putnam procedure is essentially combinatorial and this should be recognized. It also brings the techniques closer to the problem and encourages the use of other combinatorial ideas, such as the Duality Principle. Perhaps other new general principles will be found useful and added to the Davis-Putnam procedure. Finally we ask is their a formulation of the Duality Principle that would be useful in the usual versions of Davis-Putnam in propositional logic?
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